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Address Gigastorage 
2, Kuang Fu South Rd., 
Hsinchu Industrial Park, 
Hsinchu

Country Taiwan, R.O.C.

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Optical Storage Media Products 
GIGASTORAGE is the professional Optical Storage Media manufacture in the world. We produced High speed and High Quality CD-R, CD-RW,
DVD±R, DVD±RW etc series products. 

PCB/BGA Router and Drill 
Professional coating services is specially designed for all the types of router and drill in PCB/ BGA manufacturing application. Our equipment and SOP
can ensure plating chamber without any pollution from dust , oil and unnecessary gas. The critical condition is to guarantee reliable film quality.While
hardness raised up , durability, anti-erosion and anti-oxidation requirement can be optimistically expected. Of course, it is including lift time and drilling
hits.

Advanced Coated Router & Drill
Coating Products
Quality Assurance System

Company Profile of Gigastorage

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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